Bridging the Workplace Generation Gap


Traditionalist
Baby Boomer
Generation X
Generation Y
Born
Before 1945
1946-1964
1965-1980
Since 1981
Significant Events
The Great Depression; 
World War II
The Cold War; civil rights, women’s rights; space exploration; television
Emerging technology; working mothers; movies; music videos
Technology; school shootings; global warfare; “soccer moms”
Family Structure
Traditional; nuclear
Transitional: traditional, divorced, remarried
Divorced; remarried; children in day care; latchkey kids
Blended, multi-racial families
Values
Hierarchy
Respect
Loyalty
Optimism
Dedication
Team work
Inquisitiveness
Individualism
Work/life balance
Realism
Confidence 
Social networking
Strengths
Respects authority
Likes chain of command
Brings vast knowledge
	Extremely dedicated
Hardworking
	Values loyalty
	Strong work ethic
Defined sense of right and wrong
	Extremely efficient
Optimistic
	Sees the big picture
	Fights for change
Work is personally satisfying
Strives for quality
Team player
	Maneuvers political minefields

Changes status quo
	Good at multi-tasking
	Comfortable with technology
	Thinks broadly

Asks questions
Team, collaboration oriented 
Flexible
Honest and straightforward
	High performance
	Financially savvy

Technologically sophisticated
Tremendous energy
Excellent at multi-tasking
Team players
Thinks outside the box
Low stress
	Advancement oriented
Challenges
Rigid, militaristic as a leader
Past oriented
Prefers formal communication
	Prefers hierarchical structure
	Likes social order, may be prone to bias
	Dislikes conflict
	Financially conservative
	Workaholics
	Identify themselves by their work

Prefers formal meetings
	Extremely competitive
	Views work hours as an indicator of quality
	Hard work is everything
	Does not like to ask for help
	Prefers a rapid pace
	Prefers informal meetings

Prefers an individual approach
Wants relationships to work
Distrusts traditions
Focuses on results instead of hours
Lacks optimism for the future
	High maintenance
	Want things done quickly
	Impatient
Sense of entitlement
Cannot deal with failure
Dislikes long hours
Constantly asks “why”
Wants to be on the fast track
Expects to be acknowledged
Needs
Rewards based on longevity
Security
Respect because of titles and organizational structure
Privacy
Trust
	Face-to-face or written communication
	Monetary bonuses
	Personal gratification
Loyalty from their employers
Defining connection with their work
Learning opportunities
Acknowledgement for their efforts
	Balance

Clearly defined goals and parameters
Individual, meaningful work
	Security and a sense of belonging
Personal acknowledgement
	Social activities
	Independence
Explanations
Little authority
	Direct, timely feedback
Advancement 
Clear expectations
Challenge, but with structure
Technology and social contact
Communication Style
Rotary phones; Face-to-face; Written 
Touch tone phones; Face-to-face; written
Cell phones
Email
Picture phones; text;
Internet; instant message
Work/Life Balance
Completely separate
Work to live
Balance
Balance
Life’s Slogan
Security in all things
Education + hard work = success
Whatever
Work with meaning

Approaches
Traditionalist
Baby Boomer
Generation X
Generation Y
To Work
Traditionalists will be at work as they are told by the boss. They will work until the project is completed. 
Yes, sir!
The Baby Boomers will be at work all the time (even before and after everyone else). 
Energizer bunny!
Gen X-ers will work hard to complete a project, but once it is finished and they are not needed, they would rather be enjoying life elsewhere.
Work hard, play hard!
Gen Y-ers view work as a necessary task between their social lives and outside interests
Let’s get it over with!
Recognition and Rewards
Traditionalists seek security, and they look for pensions and bonuses as rewards.
Baby Boomers relate their work to their worth, and they look towards promotion and money.
Gen X-ers seek a well-balanced life, and they would rather have time off than money.
Gen Y-ers value visibility and worth, so they seek advancement and a worthwhile cause. 



Things to Consider
Your Workplace:
What is your workplace culture?
	Are you goal oriented
Do you value teamwork or individuality
Do you value your employee’s input
Are you flexible with schedules
Do you ever have fun
Are you consistent throughout the company
	What is your organizational structure?
	Formal with a complex structure; clear chain of command; fixed duties and relationships; established channels of communication
	Decentralized with a relaxed structure; flexible duties and relationships; casual communication
	What are your specific job requirements?
How are meetings held and conducted?
How do you motivate your employees? 
How are promotions and awards conferred? 
About Yourself:
In which generation are you?
What are your values, strengths, challenges, & needs?
What are your expectations for yourself and others?
Know Others:
Be aware of the differences
Appreciate other’s strengths
	Interact with others and encourage them to interact
Tips
	Be respectful
	Focus on the strengths
	Acknowledge differences
	See value in questions

See value in experience and company history
	Use humor and a positive outlook
	Communicate appropriately
	Use face-to-face or written communication
	Be brief—use bullets
Avoid jargon, clichés, and abbreviations
Pay attention when multi-tasking
	Have brief, efficient meetings
	Be personable
	Be available to answer questions

Ask questions
Communicate the big picture
Be a role model
	Support your employees
	Build morale 
Manage conflict
	Value diversity
	Encourage continuing education
	Seek challenging and creative tasks
	Provide timely feedback and acknowledgements
	Consider community involvement activities

Consider mentoring relationships
	Be a role model
	Have fun, as appropriate



